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Elias hoped to break the deadly draconic curse that weighs upon Chise--but his methods have created a rift between them. Now
Chise prepares to make a gamble of her own: What could she possibly hope to gain from a bargain with Cartaphilus? It is a time of
curses cast and forks in the road. Will the paths of master and apprentice soon diverge...?
A beautiful new spin-off for the bestselling franchise The Ancient Magus' Bride! Paris, France. Ao is a young orphan of Japanese
descent who longs to become an artist. Into his life comes Giselle, a mage who is as powerful—and as inhuman—as Thorn. She
sees Ao’s potential and takes him as her groom. Under her wing, he learns about the wider world and all the colors in it. An allnew The Ancient Magus’ Bride spin-off!
PAINTING OUTSIDE THE LINES Ao's life was turned upside down when Giselle swept him out of Paris' Forgotten City and
declared him to be her groom. But with her help he slowly begins to adjust, learning more about himself and his color-based
abilities. Not long into his new life, Ao meets a mysterious man named Albert, and is taken by his cheery, laid-back attitude and
altruism. But Albert is not what he seems!
Great power comes at a price... Chise Hatori’s life has recently undergone shocking change. As a sleigh beggy—a person capable
of generating and wielding tremendous magical power—she has transformed from an unwanted child to a magician’s apprentice
who has been introduced to fae royalty. But Chise’s newly discovered abilities also mean a cruel fate awaits her.
Chise has come face to face with the person responsible for the brutal killings at a nearby churchyard–and to her shock, it's
someone she recognizes from her visions of the tragedy at Ulthar! Appalled by the realization that the alchemist who wrought such
horrors is still up to his old tricks, Chise must act to stop him. But in order to control her dangerous powers as a sleigh beggy, she'll
need all the help she can get.
Supervised by Kore Yamazaki, this must-have tome is packed with essential information about the The Ancient Magus' Bride
manga series, including early sketches and designs, character bios and encyclopedic entries, author interviews, and an amazing
array of behind-the-scenes material. Don't miss your chance to read an early storyboard pitch of the first chapter, which went
through seven separate drafts to get to the final version! Color and black and white illustration galleries are also included.
Ao's life was turned upside down when Giselle swept him out of Paris' Forgotten City and declared him to be her groom. But with
her help he slowly begins to adjust, learning more about himself and his color-based abilities. Not long into his new life, Ao meets
a mysterious man named Albert, and is taken by his cheery, laid-back attitude and altruism. But Albert is not what he seems!
Chise has taken great strides in overcoming her dark past, and is ready for a brighter future at Elias' side. As for the magus
himself, he is finally able to put a name to the strange emotion he's been feeling for Chise. Meanwhile, a deadly threat looms.
When a panicked fairy appears at Chise's bedside, begging for help, is there anything the young, novice mage can do...?

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS First Lucy was attacked during the College camping trip. Then professor Simeon was caught
unawares on the College campus itself. As the victim count begins to rise, it comes to light that a forbidden tome, thought
safely stored in the archives, has been stolen–a tome that Elias once glanced through–The Testament of Carnamagos.
As the College staff begins to suspect a connection between the two events, Chise and Lucy, a survivor of the Webster
Tragedy, must contend with a pack of ravenous werewolves out for their lives!
PAINTING OUTSIDE THE LINES Ao’s life was turned upside down when Giselle swept him out of Paris’ Forgotten City
and declared him to be her groom. But with her help he slowly begins to adjust, learning more about himself and his colorbased abilities. Not long into his new life, Ao meets a mysterious man named Albert, and is taken by his cheery, laid-back
attitude and altruism. But Albert is not what he seems!
Now that Cartaphilus has chosen to enter a long slumber, peace has finally returned to the little cottage west of London.
But it's not long before a message arrives for Chise: an invitation to join the college, a society of alchemists. Deep
beneath the British Library, the curtain rises on a new story set on a new stage. There, human children learn, think, and
grow...but what of those who are inhuman?
Chise may have stopped the dragon's rampage, but at a great cost: she has been cursed, and a dragon's curse is
unbreakable! Chise and Elias are visited by Marielle the witch, whose fellow witches claim to know the secret to helping
Chise. There's one catch--in exchange for their aid, Chise must join the witches' coven.
Her name is Chise Hatori, a penniless orphan troubled by visions. Sold as a slave to an inhuman mage, she is about to
begin a strange new life, filled with magic, fairies, and other beings of a fantastical nature.
The New York Times bestselling series about a gifted young girl and the demonic sorcerer who takes her in—now with an
anime adaptation! Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the
warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter awaits
her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave auction, Chise’s life will
never be the same again. The man is a “magus,” a sorcerer of great power, who decides to free Chise from the bonds of
captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice--and his wife!
An exciting new spin-off for the bestselling franchise The Ancient Magus' Bride! Fae detective Jack Flash and her halfwolf partner Larry have their work cut out for them when they're up against supernatural happenings in America! Don't
miss this spin-off manga with the characters made popular in the light novel The Ancient Magus' Bride: The Golden Yarn.
The second Ancient Magus’ Bride short story collection! The world of The Ancient Magus’ Bride is bigger than Elias and
Chise, and many are the folk and spirits who cross their lives’ path. Their tales are woven into a tapestry, words like
silver yarn, twining together emotions and warmth. Held within these pages are new stories of Kore Yamazaki’s fantastic
Britain, penned by the author herself and a star-studded lineup of Japanese authors. From the story of a very strange
brownie to gangsters and dragon eggs, and a mage who finds a clutch of magical silkworms, let this spell-binding
collection return you to the hidden corners of a beloved fantasy world.
The New York Times bestselling series about a gifted young girl and the sorcerer who takes her in. Inspired the hit anime! Hatori Chise has
lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and
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pitfalls. Just when all hope seems lost, a fated encounter awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains
her through a slave auction, Chise's life will never be the same again. The man is a "magus," a sorcerer of great power, who decides to free
Chise from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice--and his wife!
After mistakenly putting Elias under a sleeping spell, Chise can't find a way to wake him up! She turns to Angie for help, and brews a potion
meant to undo the spell--but the process is so exhausting, Chise ends up falling asleep herself. Upon entering a dream world, she crosses
paths with the person she least expected: Cartaphilus. But something's off--the amoral alchemist seems to have lost his threatening edge.
Meanwhile, in the outside world, trouble is brewing... on a dragon-sized scale!
THE CURSE Chise may have stopped the dragon’s rampage, but at a great cost: she has been cursed, and a dragon’s curse is
unbreakable! Chise and Elias are visited by Marielle the witch, whose fellow witches claim to know the secret to helping Chise. There’s one
catch–in exchange for their aid, Chise must join the witches’ coven.
Jack and Larry have accepted a job from the mage Echos to retrieve a stolen dragon egg. With both human and fae help, they learn of an
actress held captive in a run-down theater and the "gemstone" necklace she was given. The detectives search for their quarry, but someone
else has beaten them to her. Now pursued by men in black suits, Jack and Larry must find the egg, the actress, and the truth.
A beautiful new spin-off for the bestselling franchise The Ancient Magus' Bride! An orphaned boy named Ao is taken under the wing of the
mage Giselle to explore the artistry of magic in Paris. For readers interested in a gender-swapped take on the original premise of The Ancient
Magus' Bride, this beautifully illustrated manga is full of all-new wonder.
Changelings in the Big Apple Faerie-born Jack Flash and her human-born brother, Larry, run a detective agency in New York City
specializing in crimes committed in the hazy boundary between the human and faerie realms. They never expected to receive a letter from an
ancient magus of the Old World, but Echos, caretaker of dragons, has a task for them. An all-new The Ancient Magus’ Bride spin-off series!
ALL THAT GLITTERS Jack and Larry have accepted a job from the mage Echos to retrieve a stolen dragon egg. With both human and fae
help, they learn of an actress held captive in a run-down theater and the “gemstone” necklace she was given. The detectives search for their
quarry, but someone else has beaten them to her. Now pursued by men in black suits, Jack and Larry must find the egg, the actress, and the
truth.
There's always trouble on the packed streets of Manhattan, for humans and inhumans alike! Changelings do it all, from mediating underworld
backroom deals to tackling a bad case of lovesickness. Now, while raising the baby dragon they accidentally hatched, the faerie Jack Flash
and her human brother Larry take on some new cases. But of course, none of them will go as planned!

Reads from right to left in the traditional Japanese format.
Paris, France. Ao is a young orphan of Japanese descent who longs to become an artist. Into his life comes Giselle, a mage who
is as powerful--and as inhuman--as Thorn. She sees Ao's potential and takes him as her groom. Under her wing, he learns about
the wider world and all the colors in it. An all-new The Ancient Magus' Bride spin-off!
The first Ancient Magus’ Bride short story collection! The world of The Ancient Magus’ Bride is bigger than Elias and Chise, and
many are the folk and spirits who cross their lives’ path. Their tales twist together in a tapestry, words like golden yarn, a weaving
of memories and secrets. Contained within these pages are new stories of Kore Yamazaki’s fantastic Britain, penned by the
author herself and a star-studded lineup of Japanese authors. From a Celtic vampire in love with a human, to a gemstone knight,
and even a glimpse into what Silky does in her spare time, let this enchanted collection take you to the hidden corners of a
beloved fantasy world.
The Ancient Magus' Bride is a supernatural romance manga series that features a fascinating relationship between a troubled
teenage girl and an inhuman wizard. Kore Yamazaki combines a fantastical shoujo style with a darker, brooding tone that is
reminiscent of shonen hits like Pandora Hearts and Blue Exorcist . The Ancient Magus' Bride is an ongoing manga series that
includes captivating artwork and color inserts in each volume. Hatori Chise has lived a life full of neglect and abuse, devoid of
anything resembling love. Far from the warmth of family, she has had her share of troubles and pitfalls. Just when all hope seems
lost, a fated encounter awaits her. When a man with the head of a beast, wielding strange powers, obtains her through a slave
auction, Chise's life will never be the same again. The man is a "magus," a sorcerer of great power, who decides to free Chise
from the bonds of captivity. The magus then makes a bold statement: Chise will become his apprentice - and his wife!
This official guide to the Crunchyroll anime Bananya allows fans to explore the secret lives and antics of its adorable characters.
Based on the hit anime Bananya, this official guide will take you on an adventure into the secret world of the kitties who live in
bananas. This guide has everything that you need to know about the show and all of its characters including full-color illustrations,
an identification guide, playful advice facts, and memories of past adventures. Nya! © Q-LIA/Bananya Partners
Chise is gradually learning how to understand both human nature and the whims of the fae, as well as how to balance them and
walk her own path. Suddenly, she receives a mysterious letter from bustling London. What could an alchemist's apprentice want
from her...? Find out in this long-awaited sixth volume, in a dark fairy tale romance between the human and the inhuman!
HIGHER LEARNING Now that Cartaphilus has chosen to enter a long slumber, peace has finally returned to the little cottage west
of London. But it’s not long before a message arrives for Chise: an invitation to join the college, a society of alchemists. Deep
beneath the British Library, the curtain rises on a new story set on a new stage. There, human children learn, think, and grow...but
what of those who are inhuman?
Nazuna can’t let her guard down for a second now that a flock of hot vampire women is interested in Ko’s hot blood! Then, when
she takes a shift at a maid café where the customer is always right, the vampire is always wrong! Akira meets the girl Ko rejected
before he met Nazuna, and Ko meets a private detective searching for someone he knows. Plus, a late-night visit to Ko’s school
to ghost bust spooky legends leads to a thought-provoking lesson about the drawbacks of giving up your humanity... -- VIZ Media
As Chise and Elias settle into their new roles at the College, old and new allies alike have lessons to teach them both inside and
outside the school's walls. The Church, the Seven Shields, and a motley array of students... Each has mysteries to uncover.
Chise has been summoned to the Dragon Aerie to begin crafting her very own wand, but her journey has more to offer than she
had anticipated: magical wonders, enlightening visions, and perhaps most importantly, insight into Elias' past and the secrets he
has been reluctant to reveal about himself. Yet while Chise finds some answers about the inhuman mage's history, mysterious
beings are displaying an unexpected interest in Chise herself.
BURIED SECRETS Chise and her classmates at the College are forging new bonds and friendships, but while they look to the
future, the past still has a powerful grip on the older generation—and the futures some of those elder alchemists are working toward
aren’t bright ones. Oblivious to the things taking place in the shadows, Chise and her friends head for the Scottish highlands on a
training trip...only to find that many of the ancient neighbors who still walk the night there are less than welcoming.
Building on the wealth of information contained in the first supplement, the in-depth guide to the series continues in this new
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installment. Chapter-by-chapter notes reveal a treasure trove about volumes 4-6 of The Ancient Magus' Bride. This handbook
offers new insight into the story, the author's intent, and the real-world mythology that inspired the series--all from a uniquely
Japanese perspective. If you're hoping for a deeper examination of the story of Elias and Chise, look no further!
The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 1Seven Seas Entertainment
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS First Lucy was attacked during the College camping trip. Then professor Simeon was caught unawares on
the College campus itself. As the victim count begins to rise, it comes to light that a forbidden tome, thought safely stored in the
archives, has been stolen-a tome that Elias once glanced through-The Testament of Carnamagos. As the College staff begins to
suspect a connection between the two events, Chise and Lucy, a survivor of the Webster Tragedy, must contend with a pack of
ravenous werewolves out for their lives
KEEPING SECRETS Many different students from different backgrounds attend the fantastical institution of higher learning known
as “The College.” They are the nameless, faceless strangers sitting in the next seat, or living in the next dorm room. As Chise
begins to come out of her shell and interact with her classmates, she overhears a certain rumor about her roommate, Lucy...
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